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Introduction
E Neutrinos and Gravitational waves (GW) have recently been separately discovered in the past decade. Each
of them has also been observed in coincidence with an electromagnetic (EM) counterpart.
This is the beginning of the multimessenger era.
E But there is no evidence yet of an astrophysical source emitting both GW and neutrinos.
E Such detection will significantly improve the localization of the source with respect to the GW-only
case, making EM follow-up observations much faster and prompt to identify a source.
E It will also provide important inputs to understand the environment and the dynamics of the source.
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. Running since 1996
. Located under the peak of Mt Ikenoyama near
Kamioka city in Gifu prefecture (Japan)
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(for the high-energy samples)

For a given Gravitational Wave alert at time t0:
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Preliminary
E Define a 1000 seconds time window [t0 − 500s, t0 + 500s] Expected background rate
E What is the status of the detector (+ coverage)?
Bkg
E Count the number of observed events in this time window.

Sample

. Coord.: 36◦ 250 32.600 N , 137◦ 180 37.100 E
. 1000 m of rock (2700 m.w.e) overburden
. 50 kton of water (22.5-27.2 kton fiducial)

Depending on observation in Super-Kamiokande:
E if no event, upper limits on the incoming neutrino flux can be put.

. Optically separated into:

E if some events are seen, signal significance is computed.

– Inner Detector (ID): 11146 PMTs (50 cm )
– Outer Detector (OD): 1885 PMTs (20 cm )
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. Neutrinos detected using Cherenkov light
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Plans to add Gadolinium in 2020 (SK-Gd)
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E Compute the expected background using scrambled data.
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Statistical analysis
â For a given sample with N observed events,
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(angular resolution...) (angular/energy distribution)
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â For each point in the sky x~S , find ncS maximising the likelihood and compute:
!
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~S ) and compute background-only distribution Pbkg(Λmax).
â Find Λdata
max ≡ max Λ(x
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∞

â Compute p-value =

Λdata
max

Pbkg(Λmax) dΛmax.

A Search for IceCube Neutrinos from the First 33 Detected
Gravitational Wave Events. arXiv:1908.07706

ø As the background rate is very low, a large fraction of the background toys will have 0 event (P0 = 89% for FC) and therefore Λmax = 2 ln wL,max.
This leads to a peak in Pbkg(Λmax).

1
if Λdata
max = 2 ln wL,max (no observed event)
ø The p-value will then be biased and is:
< 1 − P0 if Λdata
max > 2 ln wL,max (at least one observed event)
ø To prevent that behaviour, Pbkg(Λmax) is computed only using toys with ≥ 1 event(s) and p-value is then interpreted as the probability to have a
background-only observation at least as extreme as real data, given than there is at least one observed event.
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A toy example
Ωacc = 2π
Eν > 1.6 GeV

(not estimated for low-energy)

UPMU

Toy of joint observation, with retracted GW event (S190816i) and fake SK event.
E Detector status?
UPMU
Livetime is not 100% (1000 seconds) because of
coverage
Livetime = 994 seconds
calibration, veto, beam time...
= 69.4%
E Events in Super-Kamiokande?
Events

Preliminary
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#1

Type
Fully-Contained
tν − tGW [sec]
234.8
E [GeV]
1.232
RA [deg]
141.0
Dec [deg]
31.9
Resol [deg]
28.2

Preliminary

E Significance of the observation?

Global strategy for GW Follow-up

Λ map for the fake data

Pbkg(Λmax)

Up to now, Super-Kamiokande has only performed follow-ups of selected GW events.
- Search for Neutrinos in Super-Kamiokande associated with Gravitational Wave Events
We are now trying to get a
GW150914 and GW151226, Astrophys. J. L., 830, 1 (2016), arXiv: 1608.08745
- Search for Neutrinos in Super-Kamiokande associated with the GW170817 neutron star
realtime follow-up system.
merger, Astrophys. J. Lett. 857, L4 (2018), arXiv: 1802.04379
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